WHAT IS HAT?
To raise awareness about torture: torture is universal: it spans regions, cultures, ages, sexes and professions.

WHY HAT?
1. Join other Humans on the Wall of Support on joinhat.org
2. Read stories of #HumansAgainstTorture on social media and joinhat.org
3. Learn more about torture on joinhat.org
4. HAT tools: Talking point library Social media advice Post library Ideas Questions Follow up

WHAT DO YOU GET OUT OF HAT?
1. A Facebook, Twitter or Instagram account
2. A hat
3. A camera or smartphone

HOW IT WORKS
1. Choose a Human
2. Take a photo
3. Make a statement about torture
4. Tag with #HumansAgainstTorture
5. Invite others to join in the photo
6. Share your story on social media
7. Add your story to the virtual wall

HOW TO WRITE A STORY
Tell the story of your human in any language from a line to a paragraph:

KEEP THE BALL ROLLING
Engage
Nominate
Tag
Like
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WHAT IS HAT?
For its 20th anniversary, OMCT invites you to honour all victims of torture as well as those around the world who want to protect them. By placing ourselves in the victims’ shoes and taking off our hats to them, we warn torturers that nothing can justify torture.

WHY HAT?
To raise awareness about torture: torture is universal: it spans regions, cultures, ages, sexes and professions.

WHEN IS HAT?
26 June

WHERE IS HAT?
Social media The HAT website SOS Torture Network or other platforms/events
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